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The purpose of this thesis is to find the necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the design of compensators, 
following the concepts developed by Ross, Warren, Hsu and 
Sanden.
The main object that motivates this investigation is 
to design the lead or lag compensator networks for a given 
linear feedback system when there are these constraints,
1. Gain of the system is constant.
2. The steady-state error is invariant,
3. The dominant poles of the closed-loop transfer 
function are specified.
Consideration'of the problem is in two parts:
a. Derivation of necessary and sufficient conditions 
of compensator design that fulfill the three constraints.
b. An introduction of graphic procedures for analysis 
in the s-plane which indicates the multiplicity of compen­
sator networks.
All the investigation was under the guidance of Dr.
R. D. Chenoweth in Missouri School of Mines and Metallurgy 
of the University of Missouri.
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The object of this thesis is to extend and develop the 
concepts of compensator design developed in a Master*s
Thesis by E. R. Ross 1 and T. C. Warren and a recently
2published paper by C. C* Hsu *
The main problem of compensator design in a linear 
feedback control system is to obtain the necessary con­
ditions between the given uncompensated system transfer 
function, the desired pair of dominant roots, and the pole- 
zero configuration of a passive compensating network to 
produce the desired dominant roots. In this investigation, 
it has been assumed that the error coefficient or the steady 
state response is to be invariant, and meets the minimum 
specified requirement; in other words, the error coefficient 
is independent of applied compensating networks.
In part of this thesis, the necessary and sufficient 
conditions which are to be applied when the over-all gain 
is fixed have been determined. With this relationship, it 
is possible to positively determine whether any solution 
exists for compensating the linear system.
In the last part of this thesis a discussion of the 
effect of compensation on the root locus in the s-plane 
and the concepts of root relocation zones has been presented, 
Finally an additional part of the analysis considers the
minimum pole-zero spacing possible for a given choice of
1, All superscripts refer to the corresponding number in 
the bibliography.
2the desired point; and a graphical method for the minimum 
pole-zero zones (dividing lines) has been introduced* This 
method results in a simplification of the analytic procedure 
(pseudo-root loci).
Examples are given to illustrate the effectiveness of 
the proposed necessary relations and graphic method*
II. REVIEW OP LITERATURE
In recent years many articles and books have been 
published on servomechanism compensator design using passive 
elements.
iRoss and Warren developed an analytical method for 
obtaining the required compensator parameters, when the 
desired dominant roots of a linear feedback control system 
are specified. The method develops the concepts of root 
relocation zones which provide a visual guide in the ap­
plication of the design procedures.
pHsu , in a recent paper, published by AIEE, presented 
a new graphical method for feedback control system compen­
sator design, which with a given system transfer function 
and arbitrarily designated gain, gives the compensator 
parameters when the desired closed-loop poles are specified. 
Although the method is easy to apply, the root loci of the 
compensated system should be drawn to check whether the 
selected point is the dominant root or not.
Sanden^ extended in more general form the idea of root 
relocation zones developed originally by Ross and Warren.
He brings out that the root-relocation zones concept leads 
to a better understanding of the effect of lead and lag 
networks than does explicit examination of the system root 
locus or analysis by the usual graphical frequency response
methods.
III. DERIVATION OF A GENERAL METHOD OF FEEDBACK 
CONTROL SYSTEM COMPENSATION DESIGN*
In general the uncompensated open-loop system transfer 
function is symbolized by
K G f t ) c  ........... i l  <5-0
• • • • •
With the above system transfer fraction the error coef­
ficient is defined as
Kt  = i.~  s* K Gcs;
% -+o
Substituting equation 3.1 into equation 3.2 yields
(3.2)
sN K  ( s ^ . X  S*z3 ) ......... (S'-Ai) (3.3)
s-*« s * t * * ? . X s * ? * ) .......... (*+%)
(3.4)
It is specified that the system error coefficient is to be 
invariant, and meets the same minimum requirement.
For unity feedback, the system transfer function in 
a linear feedback control system may be symbolized by
^  = k C-(V
fy(s) U K & (  V
*The development herein is based on the concepts of
Ross, Warren! and Hsu2 , but utilizes a different approach.
5The characteristic equation of the closed loop system is
\ +  K  3>o (3*6)
It is assumed that the roots of the characteristic 
equation or response of the system is undesirable. An 
indication of undesirable performance being that the roots 
of the characteristic equation lie in the right hand side 
of the s-plane or are poorly located.
It is desired that the point H  = - £♦ yo , be the dominant 
root of the system, or that (s-H) will be a factor of the 
characteristic equation of the compensated system. The point 
H  is selected on the basis of the desired transient response 
of the system and the hope that the point H  will be the 
dominant root, Within certain bounds the chosen point will 
indeed dominate the system producing a transient response 
similar to a second-order system with poles at H,
Compensation
"The process of introducing additional equipment into 
a system to reshape the root loci in order to improve system 
performance is called compensation or stabilization, When 
the system is compensat d, it is stable, has a satisfactory 
transient, and has large enough gain that the1 steady-state 
error does not exceed the specified minimum , 1,1
The compensation devices may consist of electric networks or
mechanical equipment. In this thesis only the simple
passive phase-lead, phase-lag, and phase-lead-lag networks
J. J. D'Azzo & C. H. Houpis, "Feedback Control System 
Analysis and Synthesis" pp 263
as compensators will be considered. The open loop transfer 
function of the compensated system is
6
K  G-fejG-cjfc ) • • • ■ (3.7)
c ‘ SN  • • • • (s + P y X s ^ r
"Where N is the type number and n is the number of
identical sections of lead or lag networks being employed,
(s+z )^the factor of v c' may be considered as a lead or lag 
network* ^s+*Pc^
The simplified block diagram of a compensated system is
shown in Pig* 3*1* The compensator consists of cascading a
lead or lag filter of one or more identical sections.
The problem has two parts, first, the gain criterion or 
"magnitude criterion" is applied, second, the angle criteri­
on is applied* These two criteria depend on each other, and 
only if the both angle and gain criteria are satisfied can 
the selected point H be located on the compensated root 
locus at the proper IT .v
Gain Criterion
The uncompensated system has a gain of K that has been 
specified* The gain coefficient associated with point H, K*, 
can be evaluated by the ratio of the product of the open-loop 
pole distances to the product of the open-loop zero distances 
to the same point* For a clearer view of the above defi­
nition consider the s-plane shown in Pig* 3*2 *
The gain coefficient will be generally evaluated in the
following form




After the compensation has been applied, the gain coef­
ficient has changed and the new value can be again evaluated 
at point H.
*• - r \ L  t v  f m ,. r




The error coefficient after the compensation has been 




K G Ikn fi (3.11)
Substituting the K* from equation 3.9
H a l  r r / it ifc  r  
n p,
(3.12)
It is assumed that the error coefficient is the same before 
and after compensation
(3.0)
9Thus by substituting the actual va ues
Cancellation and rearranging equation 3.14 gives
(3.15)
Equation 3.15 is a very useful equation and is the hey for 
finding the gain after compensation. In this equatfcn the
known. (K is the uncompensated gain and K* is the uncompen­
sated gain coefficient at point H.)
Angle Criterion
The angle 0 to be supplied by one or more sectjbns of 
compensation networks is related to the angle 0, associated 
with the point H. The latter angle can be measured at the 
same time that the K* is evaluated with the aid of a spirule. 
If the assumed point, H, is to fall on the root locus of the 
compensated system, the following relation should be satis­
where m is an odd integer. The angle 01 itself consists of 
the sum of the angles associated with zeros minus the sum of 
the angle associated with poles; in general it is given by
and n are the unknowns, but the K and K * are
fied.
(3.16)
\% \ -  \% = ^
(3.17)
10
In the case that multi-section network compensators are 
needed, the angle that must be supplied by each single­
section filter is determined.
K I  - I?, 1
O
-t on \S a ( 3 . 18)
Relatbn between the gain and angle criterion
The gain coefficient, K r, can be evaluated by equation 
3 .8 , and after the compensator has been applied the vector 
ratio contributed by the compensator is (from equation 3 *9 )
(3.19)
where the a*s ad b*s are the distances from the zeros and 
poles to H as defined by Fig, 3.3.
To satisfy the steady-state requirement it is necessary
that
K  = £  •«< (3.20)
where
K = gain of uncompensated system
o( - (see quation 3.15 and Fig. 3.3)
The law of sines from plane trigonometry may be now 
applied to the triangle of Fig. 3.3
Z
<x S/yt ?
(3 .2 1 )
FIGURE 3.3 S-PLANE DIAGRAM FOR THE DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS
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where
« = (?:> - ( * r )  - (3.
and by manipulation
v,"" i
a  = (£,) U t c )- L
(3.
By substituting equation 3*23 into equation 3.21
/ £  \ n „  - %?)
~ k ' S / ^ J
(3«
Prom triangle OHZ
S/-V7 f A +t "fit) _ SAVJ ^  >/
2 c * “ 7
(3.







V^/>? X 1 •O^ (3.
Cancelling the (Z+C) term in equations 3*26 and 3.27
„ % S,^ $ (3.
In triangle OHP
S/ry)/&  ^ S"vi ^












I  = (z>< ) =  K  --------------- (3.30)
Equations 3.28 and 3*30 give the locations of the required 
sero and pole. In the above equations h, K, K 1, and 5 are 
effectively given by the specifications, and ^  and 
are readily computed by the following equations:
C* G*+ Z
(3.31)
9„ = +  <p„ _ S -  X,„ <3*32
where = %
For phase-lag compensation the procedure is the sane, 
but because the pole is closer to the origin than the zero, 
the angle ^  becomes negative. The equations governing 
this case are the same as the case of phase-lead compen­
sation, it is only necessary to use the proper sign with 0,
Compensation Equations
The results of the foregoing arguments may be summa­
rized by listing the four "compensator equations".
(3.33)
14
_ H ^/v>c - ----- —---------
S/'-VO (<9 OO - ?~)
(3.34)
(3.35)
$ ai - ^ — X1 *V> ^ A1 (3.36)
GRAPHICAL METHOD FOR LINEAR FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEM 
COMPENSATION DESIGN
pC. C. Hsu developed a new graphical method for feed­
back control system compensation design; simple, easy to 
apply, fast and accurate. Presentation of the design 
procedure of this method is basically needed for the dis­
cussion of the following chapters.
Basic Theory
Assume the loop transfer function of a linear feedback 
control system to be
K  G -C s; = k ( 5*a, lllii}.Cs-f z>) (3.37)
sw (&«• P, ' ' ■ ■ 0 ->
Assume that a simple compensator with one zero and one pole 
is used. The transfer function of the compensator is




Such a compensator can be realized by a simple EO network 
plus an isolation amplifier adjusted to give unity gain value 
for the compensator. The characteristic equation of the 
compensated system is then
If point H Is to be one of the poles of the compensated 
system, then the following equations must be satisfied 
simultaneously.
Where 0 is the angle of compensation, and if the zero of
the compensator Is closer to the origin of the s-plane than 
the pole. On the other hand when the pole of the compen­
sator is closer to the origin of the s-plane than the zero.
Equation 3.4l can be written in a simpler form as 
follows (this equation is a special case of equation 3,15)
In the above equation for the given point H, K* can be 
evaluated analytically or graphically. There are many 
possibilities to locate the pole and the zero of the compen­
sator to satisfy the angle criterion of equation 3.40, but
(3.42)
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not all of them will satisfy the gain criterion of equation 
3.41.
Iflien the angle, 0t which is to be compensated is 
greater than 0 maximum (see Pig. 3.4), more than one compen­
sator is needed. Obviously the compensator with one pole 
or zero located at the origin and the other singularity at 
infinity possesses the maximum phase shift, and it is equal 
to the phase .angle of the position vector of the point H 
as shown by the angle of 0mSLji in figure 3.4. When the 
compensator with n  identical section is used, the phase 
relation becomes
% , = -f r / i w j  _ j <3*42)
and the gain relation becomes
, , K, (3.43)
( | K b  - ( ! ■ )
pGraphic construction procedues
The design of a compensator for feedback control systems 
to place a closed-loop pole at a selected point with a 
specified gain value can be performed in the following 
manner* (see Pig. 3.5)
1. Use the spirule to determine the required angle 0 at 
the designated point H.
2. Draw the position vector of the point H (line OH) and 
the line BH such that point B is the point at which the 
line HB intersects the real axis; the length of the line
17
FIGURE 3.4 PHASE ANGLE CONTRIBUTED AT THE POINT H BT A POLE AND A.ZERO 
AND MAXIMUM POSSIBLE CONTRIBUTED ANGLE WHEN POLE IS IN INFI-
FIGURE 3.5 ILLUSTRATION OF THE GRAPHICAL CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURES
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HB to be called L.
3. Determine the quantity K* according to equation 3.44. 
This can also be determined quichly by using the spirule or 
by using an ordinary scale to measure the magnitude of all 
the factors of equation 3.44.
I h ! Ih + p, I v i t p J  —  !h  t  (vl
|h - .s , * • - • |h
(3.44)
4. With point B as a center, draw a circle with radius
R *  L K  
K  '
5. From point B draw a line BC parallel with the line OH. 
It intersects the circle at point D.
6. Draw the line HD and prol ng it until it intersects 
the negative real axis at point E. Point E is the required 
location for the pole of the compensator.
7. Draw the line HP such that the factor PH has an angle 0 
with respect to the vector EH (EHF = 0). Point P is the 
point at which the line HP intersects the negative real 
axis. It is also the required location for the zero of 
the compensator.
Proof
The validity of the above statement can be proved as 
follows; With the pole of the compensator placed at E and 
zero at P, the phase angle criterion is satisfied because 
the angle of EHF = 0 satisfies the angle relationship of
19
equation 3.40 (see Fig. 3*6). The following equations prove 




S/'v-) Slno — Cp_ J
From equations 3.45 and 3*46
t K  _ Sioo ?■»
K' stno £ (p+
From triangle HEO
£0 __b
S/'V? ((p J^ &'>7 S'
or
^ __ ,5"
Ec &/>>■ ■> c<p+ J
From triangle OHF
To a




From equations 3*49 and 3-51
b Zc __ S/>»* £ 









FIGURE 3.6 S-PLANE GEOMETRY FOR THE DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS.
FIGURE 3.7 GRAPHIC CONSTRUCTION FOR G(S)= AND H =-15+j22.5 .
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Prom equations 3*52 and 3*47
£c Ov K'
(3.53)
Although the proof has been carried out for the phase- 
lead compensation case, the graphic procedure stated above 
is applicable equally to the phase-lag compensation case.
Compensator with Multi-Identical Sections
The design of a compensator with multiple identical 
sections can be accomplished in a similar manner; the only 
difference is that in design of multi-identical sections 
0 is used instead of 0 and (K/k 1) ^  instead of K/k ‘ in 
the above procedure.
Application of the Graphic Method
In the case of phase-lead compensation as K increases, 
R  increases and point D will move upward. It is obvious 
that when R = BM, the position of the pole of the compen­
sator will be at negative infinity. The length of BM is 
therefore the theoretical maximum value for the radius R.
Assume that the transfer function of an uncompensated 
linear feedback control system is




The gain value has been adjusted to 400 in order to satisfy 
the steady-state error requirement. It is desired to have 
the closed-loop poles placed at s = -15 t 3 2 2 .5
H =s -15 t 322.5 (the desired point)
0 = 68° (Spirule)
K = 400 (steady-state requirement)
K* = (27) (27) = 729 (Spirule)
1 = 27*2 (Scale or Spirule)
R = 1K/K* = (27.2) (400)/(729) = 14.9
Prom graphical construction in Pig. 3*7
Pc = 67.2 Zc = 14.9
And finally by substitution into equation 3*38 the transfer 
function of the compensator is
Gr f->; = s  ^ *3)
(s* 6 l.l)
Compensation With Two Identical Lead Sections





It is desired that the dominant roots of the system after 
compensation be located at s = - 1 5  _ 315.
From Fig. 3.8
23
0  =  100°
K* = 8330
L = 26.3 , h = 21 .2
K/K* = 7000/8330 = 0.841 
R = LK/K' = 2 2 .1
^max = & = 21 
In the present case
E _> u
A single phase-lead compensation therefore will not be 
able to perform the required compensation. (This is obvious 
since it is shown In Fig. 3«8 that the point D is above the 
line HM.)
With the aid of two phase-lead compensators in cascade 
compensation of the above transfer function is possible.
Draw the line S B 1 to divide the angle OHB into two halves. 
The length of the H B 1 is
L* = 15.1
24-
FIGURE 3.8 GRAPHIC CONSTRUCTION FOR G(S)= -7— — r H=-15+15 . S(S+10; CS+35;




„  l ~ ( o.-Ss h ) =■ (3.57)
Point D* can be determined from R* and the line drawn 
parallel with OH from point B* (see the graphic construction 
of Pig. 3.8).
Po = 47 » Zo = '9
The transfer function of the compensator is
o0 (.> = * 4  *“ “ 4  =
c 192 (s+47)2 (S+47)2
(3.58)
Thus when a multi-section network for compensation is 
needed the quantities 0 and K/K* obtained at the beginning 
for the single section design are not wasted and just a 
little additional work is involved.
Compensation Using Phase-Lag Network
The graphical procedure in the case of phase-lag 
network compensation is the same as the phase-lead compen­
sation with this slight difference that the sign of 0 must 
be observed.
Comments On The Lag Compensation Using The Graphic Method 
In the Pig. 3.10 let the point M  be the intersecting 
point of the line BC and a line drawn from the point H  in 
the parallel with the real axis. It Is obvious that If the 
point D Is located below the point M, the line EH will
2 6
FIGURE 3.10 ILLUSTRATION OF IL. IN THE CASE OF PHASE-LAG 
COMPENSATION.
FIGURE 3.11 VARIATION OF THE LOCATION OF THE POINT B .
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intersect the positive real axis. Since the compensator 
is restricted to be a passive one, the length of the line 
BM represents the minimum value of R. Prom Pig. 3.10 the 
minimum value of E is
In the graphic procedure consider the case that point 
B is located outside the graph paper. Any point like B* on 
the line HB or its prolongation can be taken as the point B 
if the radius R* is properly chosen (see Pig. 3.11).
Consider the case where the point B* is used. If the 
pole location (the point E) to be uniquely determined, R* 
should be so chosen that the points D*, D and H lie on a 
straight line. Since line BD is in parallel with the line 
B*D*,
B*D* HB* ,,BD “ HB (3.60
ince BD = R, HB = L, B*D* = R and HB* = L*
(3.59)
R* = RL’/L (3 .61)
Substituting equation 3*^5 into equation 3*61
R* = L ’K/K* (3.62)
28
Equation 3.62 has the same form as equation 3,45. Therefore 
equation 3*62 can be used if the corresponding value of the 
L is used* The following example gives an illustration of 
the above statement.
Example Of Phase-hag Compensation
Assume the transfer function of the linear system to be
G(S) = (s+2 ) (sS) (S+20) (3.63)
and the desired point H to be = -4+36. The pole-zero 
configuration of G(S) is shown in Pig. 3.12
0 = 39°
K* = 780 
K/K* = 2
1  = 19.6 
R = 39.2 
1 ' = 4.5 
R' = 9.0
The transfer function of the phase-lag compensator is 
therefore
s0 (s) = n s ± Mio(s+3 )
(3.64)
29
FIGURE 3.12 GRAPHIC CONSTRUCTION FOR G(S) = ^ ---- 1^2------  M D
(S+2) (S+4) (S+20)POINT H=-*H-j6
IV. LIMITATION FOR COMPENSATION OF A SYSTEM 
WITH PHASE-LAG NETWORK
In the previous chapter it was shown that when there is 
no limit on the over-all gain of the system an infinite 
number of solutions exist for the compensation of the linear 
system; however, with some specified steady-state error the 
number of solutions is somewhat limited* In the following 
a discussion of the limitations for compensating a linear 
system with the aid of a phase-lag network when the gain 
of the system is invariant is presented*
Consider a system with an open-loop transfer function 
of
£_Cs) _ K C m *  ...........Cs-t *■%) (4.1)
• • ■ • •
Assume that the above linear system needs an additional 
phase-lag network to place the closed-loop poles at a 
specified location* In this system the gain is fixed.
It has been proved that
R = LK/K* (4.2)
As mentioned previously for the existence of any solution 
in the case of phase-lag compensation, the following con­
dition should be satisfied (see Fig. 4*1).
^m in  ~ h (4.3)
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When the gain of the system is constant the equation 4 . 3  
which gives the minimum required length of R is no longer 
valid, and a new limitation for the minimum value of R 
exists. As stated in Rig. 4.1, assume that the zero of the 
transfer function of compensator is located at infinity and 
the pole is located C, The locus of poles of other compen­
sators where the zero is not located at infinity is merely 
the segment OC, Thus for the existence of a solution the 
length of R must be increased so to pass the point D, or 
simply
(4.4)
By applying trigonometric relations in triangle HDM
try _ H M ______
^ f  S /^ ( | t a - f j )
Prom triangle OHB
It must be noted that
(4.5)
(4.6)
OB = HM (4.7)
Dividing equations 4.5 by equation 4.6 and cancelling 
common terms
m  S//Yi C Ifa -&) _ &21 — ______
L. Inn <p S/nn (fSo-
(4.8)
32
FIGURE 4.1 S—PLANE DIAGRAM FOR THE DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS.
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Rearranging equation 4.8
'-w\ _ _L, ______ _ (4.9)
S/*v» <5 £//>o £ J
As shown in the Pig. 4.1, the pole of the compensator 
is assumed at infinity and the zero at 0 . With the angle of 
compensation equal to 0 the loci of the compensator*s zeros 
is limited to the segment 00. The above statement indicates 
that when the gain of the linear system is invariant, the 
condition of
w  = h <A *10>
that has been used in the previous chapter should be changed 
to
= m+h (4.11)
Equations 4.9 and 4.11 do not give an immediate answer to 
the existence of a possible compensator that will fit the 
specifications. Furthermore the effectiveness of the 
system gain is not apparent in the above equations.
To develop the gain relationships, consider the triangle
HBM
or
h a  u
(4.12)
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h =  L  (A. 1 3 )
S/>y) S'
Equation 4 . 1 1  can be -written as
R m + h (4* 14)
If instead of h and m the terms of equations 4*13 and 4,9 
are used, equation 4.14 becomes
/ ? ^ yvi -  L  P , i f/- fj (4.15)
S/fr*(<pf~zj •>*** S
In the discussion of the graphic method the following 
equation has been presented
& =  L
K
Thus
$ .  i-£  y  t- S^ V  + /  5/->; (s- ? )
K /  8 s/n ($ t-pj
By cancelling out the L
^ ^  + w  (y-fy
Ar' /  o Ss^C+fJ  ■S">; ^
Thus
£  V  JTa >» + $/” ( J - ft J S"* O* +PJ
b(. ^  Sav» <J* ,$✓*'>* f jPJ





Sim ^  ■=■ i ) _ C.5 O *
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(4.20)
Equation 4.19 may be simplified as
VC v <f> W O  S2.f — C-*S 2. S J  c *  .2 1 )
k * /  <r s>^ g y
Further simplification of 4.21 yields
& y  S t **?  + {  [  -ZCe$ls ]  (*.22)
/c' y  s s*i (f + fj
or
/(v /- & f V  (**23)
K ' "  Sw<T S s> ;(f'p )




Which is an inequality in terms of the specified uncompen­
sated linear system parameters and the chosen dominant pair 
location. The inequality of equation 4.24 is independent 
of the distance from the desired dominant roots to the 
origin, but the effect of the location of the selected 
point implicity is apparent in the quantities of 0 and K*. 
Equation 4.24 gives a necessary condition which must be 
satisfied before any attempt for compensation is made (in 
this relation the gain of the system is assumed unchanged).
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After compensation is applied the gain value of the 
compensated system is
k ' 1  (4.25)
For the desired point being forced to point H, the following 
equation must be satisfied
K = K* ~  (4.26)
a
For a lag network with large bandwidth
b <^a (4.27)
Using the unequality of 4.27 in equation 4.26 yields
K*/K ( t1 (4.28)
The inequality of 4.28 implies that in the case of phase- 
lag compensation the over-all gain must be greater than the 
gain coefficient of the system; unless the required speci­
fication of the system can be altered.
The maximum possible single, 0, which can be compensated 
using a single-section phase-lag network in a linear feed­
back control system can be easily obtained from the 
inequality of 4.24





sin(S+0max) = K*/K sin £ (4.30)
In the above statement for obtaining 0malF$ $ is assumed 
constant.
A  family of curves has been obtained by plotting K/K* 
with respect to the angle £ , while, for any curve the angle 
of compensation (0) is assumed constant. These plots 
simplify the evaluation of equation 4.29 and in the follow­
ing example the application of this plot will be demon­
strated.
Assume the loop transfer function of the uncompensated 
feedback control system is








FIGURE k . 2  ILLUSTRATION OF THE FAMILY OF CURVES REPRESENTING
EQUATI0N 0 = s m ( f 4  )' ‘
For equation 4.24 to be satisfied, it is necessary that
(4033)
In Pig. 4.2 equation 4.32 is plotted. Evaluation of the 
necessary condition of equation 4.24 with the aid of Pig. 
4.2 is as follows: With 5 = 70° and 0 =  50° the term U 
is found to be
When Multi Phase-Lag Compensator is Used
When the angle. 0 contributed by the desired location 
of the dominant roots is greater than the 0max which can 
be compensated with the use of a single phase-lag network:, 
the compensation can be achieved when and only when more 
than one compensator is used.
The minimum number, g, of cascaded networks in order 
to satisfy the angle criterion can be obtained by the 
following relation
IT =  1 . 1
U therefore the system can be compensated.
(4.34)
and is equivalent to the closest integer after quantity of
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Most of the relations that have been applicable in the 
case of single phase-lag compensation will also be applicable 
in the case of multi phase-lag compensation. The necessary 
conditions are developed below.
Gain Criterion
pIt has been proved when more than one filter for 
compensation is needed the following equation is used
R = L(K/K,)1'/n (4.35)
where n Is the number of compensators in cascade (n q).
As shown in Pig. 4.3 the following is true
R ^  h+m (4.36)
or
h  ^ L ( K / K ’)1/ n
After rearranging equation 4.37 becomes





As has been presented in Pig. 4.3* and by use of the result 
of equation 4.13 in equation 4.39
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FIGURE 4.3 S-PLANE DIAGRAM FOR THE DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS 




(~ ) \  * *  (s-jij i_ (4.40)




The general form of equation 4.42 shows that there is an 
upper limit for the gain of the system. A lower limit on 
the gain also exists as is shown in the following discussion.
Lower Limit of the System Gain
Because of the exact similarity between the two cases 
of single or multi phase-lag compensation the relations 
from equation 4.1 to 4.24 with slight changes are also valid 
for the multi phase-lag compensation.
Equation 4.24 becomes




The above relations give the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the gain of the system, the desired location 
of the dominant roots and the specified steady-state error 
in the phase-lag compensation.
In the next example the application of the relations 
4.44 will be demonstrated.
Example
Assume the loop transfer function of an uncompensated 
feedback system with its error coefficient adjusted to 
satisfy the minimum steady-state requirements to be
s ( s )  =  r e + f f i f s & f H s p s r  (4 *45)








Si/vj ( 5 f  +  36 J
o %l. (4.48)
s
S/'yj - 3 ^  JS/r»t
•=- U13 (4.49)
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*< - >  - IZ 4  l.'lS
^  K '  JM (4,50)
The relation 4.50 satisfies the relation of 4.44. Therefore 
the compensation of the system with the aid of two phase-lag 
sections is possible and the graphical procedure for obtain­
ing the transfer function of the compensator has been shown 
in Fig. 4.4
D ^5
V. LIMITATIONS FOB. COMPENSATING THE SERVO 
SYSTEM USING PHASE-LEAL NETWORKS
In this chapter a discussion of the limitations between 
the given uncompensated system transfer function, the 
desired pair of dominant roots and the existence of the 
passive compensator when the gain of the system is invariant 
will be carried out.
Graphic Method
It has been proved that
R = LK/K* (5.1)
For the existence of any solution for phase-lead compen­
sation the following relation must be satisfied.
Rmax = h (5.2)
or
(5.3)
By substituting the inequality of 5.3 into equation 5.1
h LK/K* (5.4)
or
L ^ h K ' / K
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finally the relation of 5*4 can be ■written as follows
> W  = “ ’/K (5.5)
In equation 5.5, the values of h, K and K® are fcnown, and 
I* can be simply evaluated by relation 5.5. If a circle 
with the center of point H and the radius of is made,
two lines of HB and HO show the limit zone of I»max because 
the distance between point H and any point on the segment 
of line BO is shorter than I»max (see Pig. 5.1).
ingle Criterion
The angle that is to be supplied by the one phase- 
lead filter is 0, 0^  and 0^ are the angles OHN and OHB
as shown in Pig. 5.1. The length of lines HB and HN are 
by definition the same and equal to I»max*
Thus the very important condition for angle criterion 
is defined as
(5.6)
The above condition indicates that only if the angle 
associated with the desired point H is within this range 
can compensation of the system by using a single phase-lead 
network be expected (gain of the system assumed unchanged).
Gain Criterion
Referring to Pig. 5.2 the pole of the single section 
compensator has been located at infinity and the zero is





By use of equation 3 .33 the explicit solution for 
location of the zero of a single section phase-lead network 
is defined (see Fig. 5.2).
But
l"s p, A—  r) ----------K, * / 'Vi -p
cpx
and equation 5.8 becomes
- K  K
c K ' St* <p
Referring to Fig. 5.2





Substituting equation 5.11 into equation 5.10 yields
y  U j-i S i v^  c? (5 .12)
0 " k' 5/ A  ^
Equation 5.12 represents two important statements, 
first, it gives the location of the zero of the compensator 
when the pole is at infinity; second, it Indicates that if 
the desired dominant point in the s-plane is relocated in
l¥)
FIGURE 5.1 ILLUSTRATION OF THE GRAPHIC PROCEDURE FOR OBTAINING 
01 AND f>2»
FIGURE 5.2 S-PLANE DIAGRAM FOR THE DERVATION OF EQUATIONS
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such a way that the angle 0 always Is greater than 0^ the 
looi of the zero of the transfer function of the compen­
sator is the segment OP*
Using the law of sines for triangle OHP
^  2  (5.13)
It is shown in Pig. 5.2 that
< =
(5.14)
substituting equation 5.14 into the Identity 5.13
/j_ _ ^ (5.15)
S^> & J
or
_ i  _ . w [
S//y> (£+





When the angle associated with the desired point is smaller 
than 02 the equality of 5 . 1 8  changes to the inequality of
K
K > S/sr* S





The above relation gives the necessary condition which 
must be satisfied before any lead compensator is employed*
A  similar equation was obtained for the case of phase-lag 
network compensation; the only difference is that the 
direction of inequality is reversed* In equation 5*19 
the values of K and S are specified by the problem and the 
values of K* and 0 are dependent on the selected closed-loop 
poles. It seems that the relation of equation 5.19 is 
independent of the natural frequency of the desired response 
(h), but the quantities of K* and 0 implicity depend on 
the value of h.
The inequality of equation 5.19 places an upper limit 
on K / k ’ , but on the contrary no lower limit is made when 
the k/K *  is too small*
When Multi Phase-Lead Networks are used
When the angle of 0 which should be supplied by the 
network compensator is greater than the single which can be 
compensated with a single section phase-lead network, the 
number of necessary networks compensator is more than one 
and equation 3*17 may be defined as
-  i T f l ]  ( 5 ' 20>
Again the absolute value symbols are used only to avoid 
question of the sign convention for pole and zero angles*
It is assumed that the maximum angle associated with 
the chosen point is 0 9 end the minimum number necessary 
filters for providing this angle is q. Then q is shown by
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the following relation
f  =  ?■ <5- 2 1 >
"Where the is (see Fig. 5*3)IuaA
. - (5.22)
^  ^
and q is an integer and is equivalent to the closest integer 
after the quantity of IuaJS.
From Fig, 5.4
^  (5.23)
Also in the case of multi-sections of phase-lead network 
compensation, relation 5.24 must be satisfied
L ^ h ( K ' / K ) 1//n (5.24)
Substituting equation 5.23 into equation 5.24 results
(K’/ K ) l/n \  sin S (5.25)
or
K*/K ^  (sin«f )n  (5.26)
Equation 5. 6 is a key relation in the argument leading 
to an explicit solution for obtaining the dividing lines 
(lead or lag zones in the s-plane), but this discussion is
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FIGURE 5.3 MAXIMUM PHASE ANGLE POSSIBLE BY A SINGLE LEAD SECTION.
FIGURE 5.4 S-PLANE GEOMETRY FOR THE MULTI PHASE-LEAD SECTIONS 
COMPENSATION CASE.
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left to the next chapter.
In the relation of 5*25 the terms K and £ are known by 
the design specifications and the term K* can be easily 
evaluated. In the boundary condition equation 5*26 becomes
( K  ) ~
(5.27)
For a clearer view of the above statement consider 
the following example.
Example
Assume the open loop transfer function of an uncompen­
sated second-order feedback system with the gain of the 
system adjusted to satisfy the minimum steady-state 
requirements to be
C-cy - K  (5.28)
5* 0 > + o0
and it is desired that the a pair of closed-loop poles of 
the compensated system be located on the line OA with the 
constant damping ratio of cos”1 s  •
The nature of the problem is to investigate the kind 
and minimum number of sections necessary for compensation 
of the system with the specified requirements.
1. Consideration of the variation of angle of 0.
As the desired point, H, moves along the line of OA, 
the amount of angle of 0 is changed as follows
(p =  2.(l So - S  )■<■&
(5.29)
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where m is an odd integer*
Since in this particular system m = -1 equation 5.29 
reduces to
<1? =  )8o -  2.5* -t <5> (5.30)
When the desired point is located at the origin the angle 
associated with the system is (see Pig* 5.5)
<p rr / - XcT (5.31)
As the chosen point moves along the line OA toward infinity 
the angle associated with the selected point increases and 
finally reaches the value of
f  = 2 So”- 3S  (5-32)
The range of difference in angle 0 is
/  S (5.33)
This system requires a phase-lead compensator and
- 1 T0 -
(5.34)
Substituting equation 5.34- into equation 5.30 yields
9 - S (5.35)
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FIGURE 5.5 S-PLANE DIAGRAM FOR THE UNCOMPENSATED SYSTEM OF 
KG(S) - grtA  a)' •
K #
S2(S + a)*FIGURE 5.6 DIVIDING LINE FOR THE SYSTEM KG(S) =
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Th The relation of 5.35 is the hey for obtaining the 
permissible loci of the desired point H when the number of 
compensator sections is limited to one. As shown in Fig. 5.5 
the intersection of a line drawn from point s = -a at an 
angle of & with the positive direction of the real axis, 
with line OA is the point Q. Q is the boundary between 
the segment of line OA using a single lead filter and the 
segment using multiple lead filters for compensation.
The maximum angle that can be compensated when two 
phase-lead sections are being employed is
sj =  (5.36)
Substituting equation b.36 into equation 5*30 gives
©
0 c l "So (5.37)
The above equation indicates that the loci of those 
points in which two lead filters are needed is from point Q 
to infinity on OA; also equation 5*37 emphasizes that there 
is no zone in the left hand side of the s-plane that needs 
more than two lead networks for compensation.
2. Loci of Point Q
In the above discussion it was pointed out that as the 
damping ratio of the desired response is changed the 
distance from point Q to the origin is also changed. An 
analytic and graphic procedure for obtaining the loci of 
point Q will be presented.
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For the analytic procedure consider the law of plane 
geometry in Fig. 5 .5 .
From triangle OQB
CL _ o ff  ( 5 . 3 8 )
-XS) S/ryiS'
Rearranging equation 5*38
aQ = 4  S,*$ - £  (5.39)
5/oo
The loci of point Q is shown in Fig. 5.6. The term 
"a” in equation 5.39 is known, and by changing cT*~fche loci 
of point Q can easily be obtained.
A graphical procedure in general is more practical 
with loci of point Q obtained by drawing a line from point 
B with an angle equal $  to intersect the line oa. The 
intersected point is point Q. Repeating this procedure 
with different angles of £ the loci of point Q is obtained. 
In this particular problem the loci is merely a vertical 
line.
Gain and Angle Critera For Multiple-Lead Networks
Using relation 5.20 for the case of multiple sections 
of phase-lead
Xi
S/*y> £  (5.40
The above relation gives the necessary condition which
must be satisfied before any attempt for compensation of
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the system is made. The very same equation resulted in 
the case of multiple sections of lag networks compensation.
The following example gives a practical illustration 
of the application of equation 5*40.
Example
Suppose in the uncompensated system the angle associated 
with the desired point is 260. Gain and gain coefficient 
of the system respectively are 1600 and 800, the damping 
ratio of the desired response is assumed § = 0.707.
The angle to be compensated is
=. - v'So* -
(5.41)
The maximum angle that could be compensated with the aid of 
a single section lead network is
* <V <f «. Z (5.42)
As equation 5.42 shows, compensation with a single section 
lead network is impossible.
Using equation (4.34)








°  0  •
•+ ■=.<%£> 9L - & (5*45)
Oft
and ^  = cl = 2 checks with, the original assumption.
The relation 5.25 also must "be satisfied
( K V K ) 1^21^  sin (5.46)
Substituting the numberical value yields
>  sin<r (5.47)
or
0.707 = 0.707 (5*48)
The necessary and sufficient condition is thus satisfied 
for the system and compensation with the aid of two sections 
of lead-network compensation is possible. However, because 
relation 5.47 is on the boundary, the poles of the compen­
sator will be far away from the zeros, in other words the 
compensator filter has a very large bandwlth.
VI. ROOT RELOCATION ZONES
In the preceding derivation of the compensator 
equations it was assumed that a solution for a compensator 
pole-zero configuration was possible for a selected lo­
cation of a dominant root, H.
When there are no restrictions on the location of the 
compensator pole and zero, and no gain restriction, a root 
may be located at any point of s-plane by a single-pole 
single-zero compensation. It was found by Ross and Warren^ 
that the entire s-plane could be divided into ± 180° zones 
with the root loci of the uncompensated system serving as 
boundaries. In general the lag areas are 0 to 180 degrees, 
360 to 540 degrees, 720 to 900 degrees etc. Lead areas, are 
18 0 to 360 degrees, 540 to 720 degrees, 900,to 1080 degrees, 
etc.
The method for obtaining the limiting boundaries defined 
by Ross and Warren will be developed here in a slightly 
different manner and a graphic procedure for obtaining the 
dividing lines will be introduced simplificating the 
analytic procedure.
Single Section Zones
Consider the open-loop transfer function of an uncompen­
sated system
KCk.%) = e j ................( s -t e ,-)  ( 6. 1 )
(s-tP.Ki* f i ) .......... (s + p v )
The system can be type 0 or higher.
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The closed-loop transfer function of the uncompensated 
system can be written
K G , lCs )-_ 1 ............. C*-*cQ (6,2)
cL p  X * K  ) • • • ( s + t . ) +  K ( s t Z ). .(i* Z xj
or
K G -  f . j  K ( s ^ ,  ) ........................ (6. 3)
C s + h . J p i - h j ) ............. Cs-t hyj
"Where h ^ , hg... h^ are the roots of the closed-loop uncompen­
sated system, the order of the denominator must be at least 
one greater than the numerator, or in other words
(6 A )
If the system described by equation 6,1 is compensated 
by a cascade single-section lead network, the transfer 
function of the compensated system becomes
KcG C<,)z Kz 0 +  Z. X  * tU  ) ..............C l l  Ell %s + (6.5)
C G + ?, X 5 +• ? t . ) ................ ^ 5 + f  j- )(s+  ?t J
It is assumed that the error coefficient of the system is 
invariant. After compensation is applied the gain of the 
compensated system becomes
(6.6)
Rearranging equation 6.5 by use of equation 6.6
^Cc G* <5) = K  C ( r )  —°C r>‘-c
•>t2c (6.7)
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The limit of a single lead network can n o w  be considered
as a case in which the pole of the compensator is located at
infinity and the zero is located some place on the negative
real axis. As the zero is swept along the negative real
axis with K continuously adjusted to keep the error coef- c
ficient of the system constant, the roots of the character­
istic equation are swept along a locus which is a limit locus 
for a single-section lead network compensator*




X c C „  CSI -  i « «  |  ,£ -  X  CCsJ (6.9)
Cancelling the when the pole goes to infinityC
K c Goc cs> ^  c.ts;
When the pole is located at infinity K_ is defined as
( 6 . 10)
Kc =  K/Z( (6. 11)
Substituting K_ from equation 6.11 into equation 6.10c
K c  Q , c C s )  = - k « C s - z j C o j
( 6 . 12)
or
K  C -
k c Cs t z ,  ) • • ■ • (.»♦•*•>• )C*+u)
( . S- t  P, X  S+P,. ) • • •• (S + T i j
(6.13)
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The characteristic equation of the compensated equation is
—  C s +*y) +  - • ••
As mentioned before the roots of this characteristic equation 
determine the limit loci (dividing line) for the case of 
single-section lead compensation*
Equation 6*14 can be w ritte n  as
^ s + P , X s +ft.)  • •• -f K < r c C * * Z . ) -----Cs*-C,-7 \ ( 6. 15)
Xs-tz^) =.Q
There exists an open-loop transfer function for which
the root loci of this system are the same as the limit lines 
(dividing lines) for the compensated system* This open-loop 
transfer function is
K ,  0 , 'c s j -  S ( .4 * * . ,  ..............Cs-v 'Z .,) ( 6 . 1 6 )
( 4  te,
Where the value of K d =  K c is not specified* The character­
istic equation of the above system is identical with the 
characteristic equation of a compensated system. The follow­
ing equation will prove the validity of the above statement
+ X *  ) * * *  (•*+$}* )  -v C s *  X s * ^ z ) • • • ( 6 . 17 )
+ k tS ( s ^ , )  CS+2..J--0
With a close look at equation 6*16 the following
statement can be made th at
Kd *S(zeros of the uncompensated system)
(roots of the uncompensated system)K dG(S) = (6.18)
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The limits for single-section lead compensator may be 
defined by drawing pseudo-root loci according to the 
following rule
"To find the dividing line for a single-section lead 
compensator draw the root loci for a pole-zero configuration 
which consists of all of the zeros of the original open-loop 
function (but none of the poles) plus an additional zero at 
the origin, plus a pole located.at each root of the uncompen­
sated system,"1
Single-Section Lag Zones
By a similar manipulation the proof will be extended to 
the phase-lag case.
In the case of a phase-lag network equation 6,8 becomes
hvvi c  COc oc2^ *2-c
Pc
**c St7Lc v< gcs;
(6 .19)
or
i iw  l< G  Cs) Pc KCCS^) (6.20)
c ^•t Pc
Cancelling the when the zero goes to infinityc
k c C  <*> =  5  K  C l iJ  ■Oc C. (6,21)
When the pole is located at infinity K  is defined asC
(6.22)
S u b stitu tin g  K* from equation 6.02 in to  equation 6.2DC
k e C.cs; (6.23)
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or
'<, G i c cy =  -kc C»*t. K m O ............. ( W . )  i 6.a»)
C s -*P.Xs *R. ) ......... C ^ P y X ^ t U
The characteristic equation of the compensated equation is 
(s*f\ X *  -tPt) • • •• X s-*- 9C ) ----) = d (6 *25)
[<
The roots of this characteristic equation determine the 
limit loci (dividing line) for the case of single-section 
lag compensator.
Equation 6.25 can be written as
C iff, K s t P iJ  • • •• ( S t P y )  -t K  C*-*'*i X"1* * - . ) - -  (s « t ,) l(6 .2 6 )
■* X s' pO *  - ( M i )
There exists an open-loop transfer function for which 
the loci of this system are dividing lines for the compen­
sated system. This open-loop transfer function can be 
defined as
k  c '  _ fc  (6 .27 )
Where the value of K d = , -c is not specified. The charac­
teristic equation of the above system is identical with the 
characteristic equation of the compensated system. The 
following equation will prove the validity of the above 
statement
^  * p« )0♦P*.) * *"C^+Pj*3 *=°
[ C s t f t X * *  P J  - • • c s **P>*j .< W ,J J (6. 28 )
With a close look at equation 6,27 the following 
transfer function can be defined such that the pseudo-root 
loci determines the limit lines for a single-section lag 
compensator.
/ Kd (roots of the uncompensated system)
KdG ^s ) =  S (poles of the compensated system) (6.29)
I t  should be kept in  mind th a t i s  a v a r ia b le , not 
a sp e c ifie d  value*
Prom equation 6.29 the following rule m a y  be made.
“To f in d  the d iv id in g  l in e  f o r  a s in g le -s e c t io n  la g  
compensator draw the ro o t lo c i f o r  a p o le -ze ro  co n fig u ra tio n  
of a l l  of the poles (but none of the zeros) of the o r ig in a l 
open-loop fu n ctio n  p lu s  an a d d it io n a l p o le .a t the o r ig in  
p lu s  a zero lo cated  a t  each ro o t of the uncompensated 
system . "1
Extension of L im it  L o c i Por Any Number of Id e n t ic a l Cascaded 
Networks
The method of o b ta in in g  the l im it  lo c i fo r  the case of 
s in g le -s e c t io n  lead  or la g  compensation has a lre a d y  been 
d iscu sse d . The re s u lt s  were root lo c i  which a r is e  from 
p o le -ze ro  co n fig u ra tio n s in v o lv in g  the p o les and zeros o f 
open-and clo se d -lo o p  tra n s fe r  fu n ctio n s of the uncompen­
sated system. The extension of the above statem ent fo r  the 
m u lt i-s e c t io n  networks i s  not a d if f ic u lt  ta s k , but a c t u a lly  
p lo tt in g  the l im it  lo c i  when the number of the Id e n t ic a l. 
networks i s  g re ate r than 2 i s  a ted io us ta sk  and only one 
p o in t a t a tim e of the l im it  lo c i  can be found by the ro o t 
lo cu s technique.
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The proof for obtaining a general analytic form for the 
limit loci is simply based by consideration of the previous 
argument leading to equation 6,7
(6 .50 )
The next step is to find the limit of equation 6.30 T«hen
Prt i s  moved to in f in it y  in  the case of lead compensation, c
re sp e ctiv e ly  is  moved to in f in it y  in  the case of la gc
compensation
And the lim it  reduces to
K c C«>)
C t c )  (  S* * c / * K  C.CSJ
(6.33)
U .  K c G . c < s )  ^  a ) ^ ( - V  f  K  G i «  (6 ,3 4 )
Equation 6.33 represents the lim it  lo c i fo r m u lti-se c tio n s  
lead  compensation and equation 6. JA represents the lim it  lo c i 
of m u lti-se c tio n s  la g  compensation. P lo ttin g  of the above 
equation most of the time i s  extremely d if f ic u lt .
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'Example of Single Lead Compensation
Consider the following type t transfer function
The roots of the closed loop are located at -2.5+3 9.2 
(see Pig. 6.1), and it is desired to relocate the roots at 
-14.1+314.1. By definition in equation 6.18 the root 
relocation zones are sketched as shown in Fig. 6.1. It is 
seen that the point is located in a single lead section zone, 
For accomplishing the compensation the following values 
are computed.
0  = 78° 
i> = 45° 
K = 340 
h = 20 
X = 94°
e = n s 0
Applying equations 3.33 and 3*34
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FIGURE 6.1 ROOT LOCUS AND RELOCATION ZONES FOR SYSTEM OF
100 .
S(S + 5)G(S) =
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The compensated system transfer function is
G ( s > =  Sir f f t l M  H I )  (6.37)
The compensated root locus is shown in Pig. 6.1.
GRAPHIC METHOD FOR OBTAINING THE LIMIT LOCI OP A T,TWEAK 
FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEM
The following discussion is actually supplementary to 
the previous argument on limit loci; the only difference 
is that instead of an analytical procedure a graphic method 
is presented.
In the preceding chapters some necessary conditions 
were found which must be satisfied before any attempts for 
compensation are made. Where there are no restrictions on 
gain of the system, or on pole and zero location, a single 
pole and zero compensator can normally reshape the root 
locus in such a way that it will pass through any point in 
the left hand side of the s-plane. If the gain of the system 
is assumed invariant multi-section compensator may be 
required. In the graphic procedure the method for finding 
the dividing lines between the lead or lag, single or multi­
section compensator is presented.
Basic Theory
Referring to Fig. 6.2 and using equation 4.24 on the 
boundary yields
^  “ sin ( a-+ 0) (6 .3 8 )
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The above equation is a key relation for obtaining the limit 
loci and can be defined as follows:
■When the pole (lead network) or zero (lag network) of 
the compensator is located at infinity and the point H  moves 
along the line OH with the damping ratio constant one and 
only one point on the line OH exists that satisfies equation 
6*38 and this point represents one point of the limit loci. 
The angle of 0 is
0 / G-(s) + m  180° (6.39)
Substituting equation 6.39 into equation 6.38
K  _ ________ ______________  (6.40)
Kr' S|»v* Q g  +  /G-QjJ
or
K  5 ________ %lrv\ S_________  ( 6.41 )
k  ' ( s  yG-csj)
If a simple relation for 0  =  /G(s) exists it will be 
quite convenient to substitute /G(s) instead of 0 and by 
the iteration method for K* on 'the line OH («T = constant) 
to get a  point which satisfies the relation 6.41.
For a clearer understanding of the above statement 
consider the following example.
Example
The open-loop transfer function of a system is
G ( s ) ( 6 . 4 2 )
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It is desired to obtain the limit loci for the above 
uncompensated system.
a. Graphic procedure
1 • Draw a line from the origin with arbitrary angle
of .
2. By using equation 6.39 obtain a relationship 
between the pole-zero configuration of the uncompensated 
transfer function and angle of 0.
3. With aid of a Spirule find a point that satisfies 
equation 6.41.
To obtain a relationship between the angle of 0 and 
the point H consider Pig. 6.2
0 = 2(180° - Z) -180° (6.43)
or
0 = 180° -2 $ (6.44)
Substituting equation 6.44 into equation 6.41
^ K ' = H S lS f if r -  as = ' (6.45)
The above equation shows that the limit loci consists of 
those points such that their gain coefficient is equal to 
gain of the system.
(6.46)
FIGURE 6.2 LIMIT LOCI AND RELOCATION ZONES FOR SYSTEM OF
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Combining equations 4.46 and 4.47
(OQ)2 =  100 (6.48)
or
OQ sa 10 (6.49)
Equation 6.49 gives the limit loci for the lead compensation 
and the loci simply is a circle with the center at the origin 
and the radius of ten units.
When a Simple Relation For G(s) Does Not Exist
It has been proved that when the pole of compensator 
is located at infinity the zero can be obtained by the 
following equation (see equation 5.8)
Z =  K/K* h|!~- (6.50)
When the pole is at infinity 0 = $ and X  = 180° - <5 ,
Thus
Z = K / K ’ h (6.51)
Using equations 6.41 and 6.51 a graphic method can be 
defined as follows:
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FIGURE 6.3 ILLUSTRATION OF THE GRAPHICAL CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURES
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a. Graphic Procedure
1 . Draw a line from the origin with arbitrary angle 
of
2. Select a point and find associated K* and 0 with 
aid of Spirule.
3. With aid of 0  find the location of zero of compen­
sator (see Pig. 6.3) this zero is called Z*.
4. Using equation 6.51 obtain the location of the 
Zero (Z).
5. Get the point between Z and Z* on the negative real 
axis and draw a parallel line with ZQ, intersection of this 
line with OQ is called Q*.
6. Get point Q* as a n e w  point and repeat this pro­
cedure until the point Z and Z* is confirmed.
The loci of points Q can be obtained merely by changing 
the angle of 5 and using the graphic procedure. Needless 
to say that the loci of point Q is limit loci or dividing 
line.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY
The analysis and design of compensators in a linear 
system combines analytical and graphical method^ The 
analytical and graphical procedure for the compensator 
design is only slightly more involved when the order of 
system is high and rather complicated open-loop transfer 
function^ are considered.
Analytical and graphical procedures have been presented 
for obtaining the required compensator parameters to locate 
the close-loop transfer function roots at a specified point 
in the s-plane. When the gain of the system is invariant 
an additional series of necessary and sufficient conditions 
must be met for the existence of a solution to the compen­
sator design problem. The application of these necessary 
and sufficient conditions in the limit lead to a simplified 
graphical method for obtaining the limit loci. The pseudo­
root concepts for obtaining the limit loci becomes very 
cumbersome as the order of the system Increases and by 
comparison the graphical method is only slightly more involved 
when a rather complicated system is considered.
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